Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
The key idea the Open Educational Resources (OER) movement is that open educational content should be maximally shared [1] . Heterogeneity leads to problems of interoperability and accessibility of open content among institutions and within them. The lack of interoperability shows some disadvantages in the discovery, reuse, re-mix and adaptation of OER. OER Community must find a way to exchange quick and easy access to open educational materials.
Materials in OCW repositories are not usually described by metadata. Heterogeneity leads to problems of interoperability and accessibility of open content among institutions and within them. The lack of interoperability shows some disadvantages in the discovery, reuse, re-mix and adaptation of OCWs. OCW Community must find a way to exchange quick and easy access to OER.
Considerable work has been devoted to increase the interoperability between Learning Object Repositories that rely on different metadata schemas e.g. IEEE LOM. However, learning object metadata is typically not linked across repositories and not is possible navigate or interoperate between different data sources available on the Web. In this work, this problem is addressed through Linked Data by that describes how linked data has been integrated to data extracted from OCW repositories to navigate OCW resources.
Based on the perspective of Linked Open Data, free open OCW data also fosters interoperability and creates a basis on which the use, re-use, remix, and adaptation of open educational tools or commercial applications can be built more easily. In Section 2, we describe the OpenCourseWare domain, and the notions of Linked Data and Linked OpenCourseWare Data Vocabulary, which ensures that an OER of type OCW can be safely discovered and reused. In Section 3, we present Serendipity, our implementation as well as an experimental evaluation of it. Finally, in Section 4, authors present the conclusions.
II. THE OPENCOURSEWARE DATASET

A. Data Source and Coverage
There is not a standardized way to implement OCW initiatives. The internal organization, structure and technological infrastructure of an OCW project are diverse, and respond to the vision of each university. Current OCW initiatives are Silos of OER. These silos of OER have no way to link to a particular item, and so hinder the free flow of information [8] . In this respect, OCW data is locked away in independent data silos, making it much less useful than it could be.
In this work, the data source is provided by higher education institutions associated to OCW Consortium (www.ocwconsortium.org/ ) and/or OCW -Universia (ocw.universia.net/).
Our dataset contains data about the main OCW concepts: (i) OER, the OER are teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits their free use or re-purposing by others. (ii) OpenCourseWare, OCW is a type of OER.; (iii) repositories that contains OER and OCW courses; (iv) educational organizations; (v) users, creators or authors; (vi) branch of knowledge to which an OER belongs; and, (vii) open licenses or similar license that generally allows more liberal use, reuse, redistribution, re-mix and adaptation than a traditional copyrighted work.
B. Use of Linked Data from OCW content
Semantic Web technologies and, more precisely, Linked Data are changing the way information is stored and exploited. [5, 6] . The term "Linked Data" refers to a set of best practices for publishing and connecting structured data on the Web [4] . In summary, the Linked Data Design Issues, outlined by Tim Berners-Lee back in 2006, provide guidelines on how to use 978-1-4673-5261-1/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE standardized Web technologies to set data-lev data from different sources [3, 7] .
The motivation behind creating OpenCourseWare Data (LOCWD) is threefold about OCW resources such as those stored in system are important for Educational d teachers, self-learners and other interested p particularly interested in courses related to Table I and Table II) . Secondly, although there educational datasets, none provide the leve LOCWD does, nor are they available as li thirdly, the current technology solutions use OER sources are limited to offering data v pages (not as raw data, but as embedded pages) and very few services through APIs.
The selected open educational content w Linked Data using the LOCWD vocabulary [9 described in Linked Data/RDF were stored in this point, each resource was identified by dereferencing option, and thus display the re Linked Data. 
A. Serendipity a Faceted Seach for
Serendipity is an interface of fac http://serendipity.utpl.edu.ec/. It is from OCW sites. Serendipity prov allowing users to browse OpenCou way that they can rapidly get acqu nature of the content, and never interface exposes OCW metadata in build their queries as they go, refinin query, with results automatically re This interface also combines fr complex search forms.
Faceted search, also called technique for accessing content faceted classification system, allo collection of information by apply filters. A faceted classification information element along mult enabling the classifications to be multiple ways rather than in taxonomic order. 
B. Data and Facets in Serendipity
In Serendipity, facets corresp OpenCourseWare content. ond to properties of the might prompt to a teacher, entipity faceted search: (i) ing multiple category or (ii) Users want to combine g, and other search criteria. sely what they can find on (iv) Self-learners want to ect areas are the most Self-learners are trying to ween OCW. (vi) OCW sites be displayed through fixed ill want it to be navigable. eted classification because a folksonomy is not suitable viii) Users often get empty result sets when searching your site. (ix "advanced" search forms are not fun to use. 
C. Navigation of OCW engineering courses
In the search of OCW courses related Serendipity demonstrates the following key fe search results by facet, displaying a total num facet value, refining search results by facet val facet menu based on refined search criteria, d search criteria in a Bread Crumbs (navigation to exclude the chosen facet from the search c improve ease of discovery open academic res improve ease of consumption and reuse of reduce redundancy in search of OCW, and Co with LOD data. Querying DBPedia, a additional information about universities su different languages, label, comment, latitude From Geonames were extracted data abou continent, country, capital, city or state. To external links, in this work were made di queries (see Fig 2) . With Serendipity, we d OCW resource data can be enriched using da the LinkedOpenData cloud.
We have verified that the data published consistent and corresponds to the informat various OCW sites and OCW Consortiums.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The key idea the OER and OCW movem educational content should be maximally sh educational data initiative should focus on 
